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01. ABOUT DOGECOIN20

Redefining Meme Coins Through On-Chain Staking
In the ever-evolving landscape of cryptocurrency, Dogecoin20 emerges as a distinctive and innovative token, drawing inspiration from the beloved Shiba Inu-themed meme coin universe while introducing a groundbreaking dimension of on-chain staking. Guided by the ethos of "Do Only Good Everyday," Dogecoin20 proudly extends the legacy of the Doge family by not only embracing its philanthropic spirit but also revolutionizing the concept of passive rewards within crypto.

Embracing Tradition, Igniting Innovation:
Dogecoin20 encapsulates the vibrant essence of meme coins that have captured the imagination of the crypto community. With its roots intertwined with the iconic godfather Dogecoin, which transcended internet culture, Dogecoin20 pays homage to this legacy while venturing into uncharted territory. By combining the allure of memes with the power of on-chain staking, Dogecoin20 carves a unique path that appeals to both enthusiasts and investors seeking novel avenues for growth.
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Empowering The Community Through Staking:

At the heart of Dogecoin20 lies an ingenious staking mechanism that empowers its holders to actively participate in the network while earning rewards. Through on-chain staking, holders contribute to the token's ecosystem stability, security, and growth, all while passively accruing additional tokens. This approach not only fosters a sense of ownership but also amplifies the token's utility, underscoring its potential as a dynamic and self-sustaining entity.

More Than A Meme: A Force For Good:

Inheriting the spirit of its Doge lineage, Dogecoin20 is committed to making a positive impact. Aligned with the principle of "Do Only Good Everyday," the token transcends the digital realm, channeling its influence to support charitable initiatives, community projects, and noble causes. By infusing purpose into the very fabric of its existence, Dogecoin20 takes its place as a symbol of benevolence in a space often characterized by speculation.
Charting The Future:

Dogecoin20 envisions a future where innovation meets compassion, where meme-inspired tokens evolve beyond internet trends, and where passive rewards generation intertwines with meaningful contributions. As the crypto landscape continues to evolve, Dogecoin20 stands ready to redefine norms, challenge conventions, and lead the way towards a more inclusive and impactful blockchain ecosystem.
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Phase 1: Presale And Marketing
Dogecoin20 begins its journey by ensuring a level playing field for all investors through a fair and transparent presale. A portion of the funds raised during the presale will be dedicated to crafting a professional and comprehensive marketing strategy. This strategy will lay the groundwork for broader awareness and adoption, setting the stage for the token's future growth.

Phase 2: Early Staking Incentive
In this phase, the early supporters and buyers of DOGE20 from the presale will be offered a unique opportunity. They will have the chance to stake their tokens directly into the smart contract even before the official listing day. This strategic move is designed to provide them with a high early Annual Percentage Yield (APY) advantage, setting the tone for the token's staking ecosystem.
Phase 3: Presale Token Claiming

To ensure an equitable launch, presale buyers of DOGE20 will be granted the ability to claim their tokens simultaneously with the Uniswap listing. This simultaneous release will foster trust and maintain the integrity of the project, ensuring that all participants have an equal footing in the token's distribution.

Phase 4: DEX Launch On Uniswap

The highly anticipated moment arrives as DOGE20 makes its debut on Uniswap, the world's largest decentralized exchange. This strategic choice of platform guarantees a seamless trading experience for users, offering them the best possible environment to buy, sell, and interact with DOGE20. The early liquidity provided by Uniswap listing will serve as a solid foundation for the token's market presence.

Phase 5: Allocated Liquidity Provision

Continuing the commitment to establishing a robust ecosystem, the Dogecoin20 team dedicates a significant portion of its resources to adding liquidity to the Uniswap pool. This liquidity provision is made possible by allocating 10% of the total token supply. This move ensures that the token maintains healthy trading volumes and minimizes potential volatility, safeguarding the interests of both early and future investors.
Phase 6: Long-Term Staking For Passive Rewards

As Dogecoin20 establishes its presence in the crypto space, the focus shifts to ensuring sustained value and rewards for its holders. The DOGE20 staking contract, inspired by the original Dogecoin emission schedule, is activated. This feature enables token holders to engage in long-term staking, generating passive rewards based on a proven and trusted model.

Looking Ahead: A Future Of Innovation And Impact

As Dogecoin20 progresses through its roadmap, it remains committed to the principles of fairness, innovation, and community engagement. The journey ahead holds the promise of further enhancing the token's utility, amplifying its reach, and contributing positively to the crypto landscape. Together, we forge a path towards a more inclusive and prosperous blockchain future.
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TOKEN ALLOCATION

Presale: 25.00% (35,000,000,000.00 Tokens)

The presale phase constitutes a significant portion of the initial token distribution, fostering an equitable entry point for early supporters and investors. This allocation will empower those who believe in the vision of Dogecoin20 and want to actively participate in its journey from the outset.

Marketing: 25.00% (35,000,000,000.00 Tokens)

Key to Dogecoin20’s future success will be a comprehensive growth marketing campaign designed to target active meme coin traders and attract long-term supporters. Dogecoin20 will be seen on all the major crypto traffic platforms that matter.
Dogecoin20

Treasury: 25.00% (35,000,000,000.00 Tokens)
This reserve is intended to support the project's long-term sustainability and development, providing financial resources for future endeavors and operational needs.

Staking: 15.00% (21,000,000,000.00 Tokens)
A substantial portion of tokens is designated for staking, incentivizing holders to contribute to the network's stability and growth while earning rewards. This allocation encourages active engagement and reinforces the community-driven nature of Dogecoin20.

DEX Liquidity: 10.00% (14,000,000,000.00 Tokens)
Recognizing the importance of liquidity for a thriving ecosystem, Dogecoin20 allocates a portion of its tokens to provide liquidity on decentralized exchanges. This initiative enhances the trading experience, supports price stability, and ensures smoother market operations.
STAKING ALLOCATION

Year 1: 12.50% (17,500,000,000.00 Tokens)
In its first year, Dogecoin20 rewards early stakers with a substantial share of the staking pool. This initiative recognizes and appreciates the loyalty and commitment of those who contribute to the network's growth during its initial phase.

Year 2: 2.50% (3,500,000,000.00 Tokens)
The second year continues to incentivize staking, albeit at a slightly reduced rate. This approach ensures that the community continues to be rewarded for their participation while also accounting for the evolving dynamics of the ecosystem.

Empowering The Community
Dogecoin20's tokenomics structure is meticulously crafted to empower its community members, investors, and enthusiasts. Through a judicious distribution of tokens and a sustainable staking mechanism, the project aims to foster an ecosystem where active participation is rewarded and long-term sustainability is ensured.
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At the heart of DOGE20 lies an innovative staking mechanism that empowers the community to not only actively engage but also to generate passive rewards. By harnessing the power of your DOGE20 tokens, you can seamlessly participate in this rewarding staking ecosystem, where your tokens work diligently to bring you consistent returns.

EARNING POTENTIAL THROUGH STAKING

Utilizing cutting-edge smart contracts powered by Ethereum, DOGE20 transcends its meme coin origins and evolves into a dynamic asset with the potential for substantial passive rewards. Staking your DOGE20 tokens allows you to tap into a realm where your ownership goes beyond mere possession and transforms into a source of ongoing rewards.
STAKING TOKENOMICS: A LOOK AHEAD

Year 1: 12.5% Allocation (17,500,000,000 Tokens)

In its inaugural year, DOGE20 rewards its early stakers with a significant allocation. By committing your tokens to the staking mechanism, you become an integral part of the network's security and growth, all while earning substantial rewards. This incentivizes early participation and fosters a robust staking community.

Year 2: 2.5% Allocation (3,500,000,000 Tokens)

As the journey progresses, DOGE20's commitment to rewarding its stakers remains unwavering. The second year introduces a continued allocation for staking rewards, albeit at a slightly reduced rate. This sustainable approach ensures that the staking ecosystem flourishes while adapting to the evolving dynamics of the crypto landscape.

Seamless Staking Experience

Engaging with DOGE20's staking mechanism is straightforward and user-friendly. Through intuitive interfaces and smart contracts, you can stake your tokens with ease, instantly becoming part of the network's growth story. As you stake, your DOGE20 tokens actively participate in securing the network and validating transactions, earning rewards in return.
Empowering The Community

DOGE20's staking mechanism is a testament to the project's commitment to its community. By participating in staking, you not only contribute to the network's strength but also benefit from a reliable source of passive rewards. As the years unfold, this staking ecosystem will continue to flourish, bridging the gap between active engagement and financial growth.

Seize The Opportunity: Stake And Prosper

With DOGE20's staking mechanism, your tokens are no longer static assets; they become dynamic tools that work for you. As you stake and earn rewards, you align with the project's ethos of innovation, community engagement, and the pursuit of value. Join the DOGE20 community in unleashing the true potential of your tokens through the power of staking.
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The information provided in this whitepaper pertains solely to Dogecoin20 (DOGE20), a unique crypto token inspired by the Shiba Inu-themed meme coin universe and incorporating on-chain staking capabilities. DOGE20 is designed with the intention of contributing to the principle of Doing Only Good Everyday. It is important to note that Dogecoin20 (DOGE20) is an independent project and is not associated with, endorsed by, or affiliated with the original Dogecoin crypto token. This whitepaper does not constitute any form of financial advice or endorsement. As with any investment, there are inherent risks, and individuals should conduct their own thorough research before participating.